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THE SINGLE-MIND AND MANY-MINDS V

QUANTUM MECHANICS
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ABSTRACT. There is a long tradition of tf);ng to find a satisfactory interpretation of
Everett's relative-state formula lion of quantum mechanics. Albert and Loe,,'er recently
described two new ways of reading Everett: one we will call the single-mind theory and
the other the many-minds theory. I will brieRy describe these theories and present some
of their merits and problems. Since both are no-c:ollapse theories. a significant merit is
that they can take advantage of certain properties of the linear dynamics, which Everett
apparently considered to be important, to constrain their stalislicallaws.
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The standard theory of quantum mechanics has two dynamical laws.!
The first says that a physical system evolves in a perfectly linear way
whenever it is not being observed (for nonrelativistic quantum mechan-
ics this is given by SchrOdinger's time-dependent equation), and the
second says that whenever an observation is made the object system
nonlinearly jumps into a randomly determined state where the parti-
cular observation has a determinate outcome (this is the reduction or
collapse postulate). The problem of reconciling these mathematically
incompatible laws is known as the measurement problem. Everett pro-
posed solving this problem by simply dropping the nonlinear collapse
dynamics.

Everett's relative-state formulation of quantum mechanics is based
on the assumption that "a wave function that obeys a linear wave
equation everywhere and at aU times supplies a complete mathematical
model for every isolated physical system without exception" (Everett
1957.316). He said that he intended to deduce the statistical predictions
of the standard theory of quantum mechanics as "subjective appear-
ances" (Everett 1973. p. 9). There is a long tradition of trying to figure
out what Everett had in mind and what he ought to have had in mind.
Albert and Loewer have recently described two new ways of reading
Everett (See Albert and Loewer (1988) and (1989) and Albert (1992».
We will call these the single-mind and many-minds theories.
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Suppose we take Everett's proposal seriously and simply drop the
nonlinear dynamics from quantum mechanics. Consider how one might
describe a perfect x-spin measurement of a spin-l/2 system S initially
in an eigenstate of z-spin.2

Suppose M is a perfect x-spin measuring device such that Ir}M I t }s
(M ready to make an x-spin measurement and S in an x-spin up state)
would evolve to It },v It }s (M reporting x-spin up and S in an x-spin
up state) and Ir}M I ~ }s (M ready to make 2n x-spin measurement and
S in an x-spin down state) would evolve to I ~ },v I ~ }s (M reporting x-
spin down and S in an x-spin down state) - that is, suppose that the
measurement interaction between M and S is such that M's pointer
becomes perfectly correlated to the x-spin of S over the course of the
interaction. It follows from this property and the linear dynamics that
if the initial state 11/Io} of M + S is

~YI,)M~I t )$ + (~ )$)

the state 11/11) after Ms x-spin measurement will be

(Z)
1\72<1 t }.wI t }s + MI ! ).~).

In this nonseparable state neither M nor S have well-defined states of
their own; rather, the system M + S is in a superposition of M reporting
rand S being t and M reporting ~ and S being i. Consequently,
if we asked M what the result of its x-spin measurement was, it would
be in a superposition of reporting that it got x-spin up and x-spin down.
This post-measurement state, however, has a curious property.

If we ask M what the result of its measurement was, it would be in
a superposition of making mutually contradictory reports; but if we
ask it whether it got a determinate, unambiguous x-spin result to its
measurement, it would give us a determinate, unambiguous answer -
'Yes.'3 Here's why. If the composite system M + S were in the state
I r )MI r )5, the answer to this question would be 'Yes,' and if M + S
were in the state Ii )MI i )5, the answer would be 'Yes,' so by the
linearity of the dynamics, if the composite system is in the state II/IJ,
the answer will be 'Yes.' Again, the linear dynamics along with the
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condition that M makes the correct report for the I t ).\11 t )s and the
I ! )MI !)s cases requires that it report that it got a determinate x-spin
result if its state is II/IJ. But consider what this report means. We have
shown that M would report that it got a determinate x-spin result, either
x-spin up or x-spin down, even though it is actually in a nonseparable
superposition of recording mutually contradictory results. The standard
interpretation of states tells us that a system has some property if and
only if it is in an eigenstate of having that property. Since M is not in
an eigenstate of recording one or the other x-spin result here, its report
that it got a determinate x-spin result is simply false on the standard

interpretation of states.
Quantum mechanics without the collapse postulate has several simi-

larly curious properties that seem to have been particularly interesting
to Everett.4 The following is an informal catalogue of those properties
that will prove useful later.-

-
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Determinate Result: After making a perfect measurement
of any observable, M will be in an eigenstate of answering
the question 'Did you get a determinate, unambiguous re-

sult?' with 'Yes.'
Repeatability: After a second perfect measurement of the
same observable, M will be in an eigenstate of answering
the question 'Did you get the same result for both measure-
ments?' with 'Yes' if the object system is undisturbed be-

tween measurements.
Agreement: If another perfect measuring device N measures
the same observable of the same object system and then
communicates his result to M, both M and N will be in
eigenstates of answering the question 'Did your result agree
with the other measuring device's result?' with 'Yes' if the
object system is undisturbed betWeen measurements.
Relative Frequency: If M makes perfect measurements of
the same observable on each of an infinite sequence of sys-
tems, all in the same initial state, M will approach an eigen-
state of answering the question 'Were your results distri-
buted with the usual quantum relative frequencies?' with

'Yes' as the number of observations gets large.
Randomness: If M makes perfect measurements of the same
observable on each of an infinite sequence of systems, all~:-..-

.
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in the same initial state, M will approach an eigenstate of
answering the question 'Were your results randomly distri.
buted?' with -Yes' as the number of observations gets large.

On the standard interpretation of states, aU of these reports would in
fact be false; nonetheless, these properties tell us what a good measur-
ing device would necessarily repon after a perfect measurement (or
series of measurements) in any version of quantum mechanics that (1)
takes the linear dynamics to correctly describe the time-evolution of
every physical system and (2) predicts that if an observer is in an
eigenstate of making some report, then the observer makes that report.
Since AJbert and Loewer's single-mind and many-minds theories satisfy
both of these conditions, the above properties of the linear dynamics
tell us what a good observer would report concerning his experiences
in various specific situations - that is, if one of the above sets of
antecedent conditions is ever met, the linear dynamics will require the
observers to make the corresponding reports.

3

The single-mind theory might be thought of as an attempt to take the
linear dynamics as a complete and accurate description of the time-
evolution of the physicDJ world yet ensure that observers always end
up with determinate measurement results. Alben and Loewer do this
by postulating the existence of nonphysical minds that always have
determinate mental states and whose evolution is given by a mental
dynamics.

One might reasonably want some motivation for such a move. Con-
sider the problem again. If we take the linear dynamics to be universally
true as Everett suggests, then an observer's physical state after an x-spin
measurement will be something like

al t )MI t )s + .81 ! ).~I ! )5, (3)

which describes the observer as being in a nonseparabl~ superposition
of recording mutually contradictory results. An empirically adequate
theory would presumably describe P as getting one or the other of
the two possible x-spin results, but there is nothing in P's quantum-
mechanical state that picks out a determinate x-spin result. Indeed,
since the standard interpretation of states tells us that a system has a
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determinate property if and only if it is in a eigenstate of having
the property, this physical state describes P as having no determinate
measurement result since P is not in an eigenstate of getting x-spin up
and it is not in an eigenstate of getting x-spin down. This suggests that
we add something to our description of P that does describe him (or
her) as getting a determinate measurement result and tells us what the
result is - that is, if we want to keep -the linear dynamics, then we
presumably need to supplement the usual quantum-mechanical descrip-
tion of the observer with a parameter that determines his measurement
result. The paraD1eter is the truth-maker for propositions concerning
the results of measurements. Albert and Loewer suggest that we supple-
ment the usual quantum-mechanical state with the mental states of
observers. This new parameter clearly determines an observer's mea-
surement results, but it also suggests a commitment concerning the
relationship between mental and physical states that one might not like.
On the other hand, if we want keep the linear dynamics as an accurate
description of the time evolution of all physical systems but also feel
that we need to add something to the thcory that is not determined by
the quantum state in order to describe an observer as getting a determ-
inate result, then we are apparently committed to some sort of dualism
(though not necessarily the mental-physical dualism suggested by Albert

and Loewer).
Let P be an observer, and let Bp(n, x) represent that P believes that

the result of measurement n was x. The single-mind theory requires a
partial co"espondence between physical and mental states. It is assumed
that there is generally a physical state I(n, x»p such that I(n, x»p implies
Bp(n, x). But it is also an important feature of the theory that Bp(n, x)
does not necessarily imply Kn, x»p. It is this second feature that allows
P's physical state to be a complicated superposition of physical states
corresponding to mutually contradictory beliefs concerning the out-
come of a specific measurement while P's mentfll state is always one
where he has a determinate belief corresponding to one element of the

superposition.
If the complete physical state Kn, x) . . .) implies Bp(n, x), then we

will say that Kn,x)...) is a measurement n belief eigenstate for P.
AJIowing i to vary over the possible outcomes of measurement n, the
vectors Kn, i) . . .) form an orthonormal set (since if P is in a physical
state where he would report that the result was XI, then the amplitude
of the component of his state corresponding to the report that the result

..
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-
.
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was X2 must be zero if Xl ~ X2)' This set might be completed to form an
orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space used to represent the complete
physical state. Choose any such basis, and call it a measurement n belief
basis. When the physical state is written in this basis, each term de-
scribes P as either having a determinate belief or no belief at all
concerning the result of measurement n. Along these lines one might
define an eigenstate of full belief for P to be any physical state that
would completely determine p's mental state.

The single-mind theory stipulates that while the deterministic linear
dynamics always describes the time-evolution of the complete physical
state, the time-evolution of an observer's mental state is probabilistic.
Suppose that after some measurement n the physical state is Il/In). The
probability that P's mental state ends \1P Bp(n, x) is I(n, x) . . .ll/In}f.
In other words, to determine the probability of p's mental state being
Bp(n, x), write the post-measurement physical state in any of p's mea-
surement n belief bases, then interpret the norm squared of the coef-
ficient on the term I(n, x) . . .} as the probability of P's mental state
being Bp(n, x). Note that this probability is determined solely by the
post-measurement physical state, or as Albert and Loewer put it, "The
probability that the mind will end up in a particular state is completely
determined by the physical state of the observer + system measured"
(1988, pp. 205-6). It turns out that Albert and Loewer actually want
this probability to be determined by the post-measurement physical
state and the premeasurement mental state of the observer, but let's keep
the story simple for now and return to the details of the mental dynamics
later.

An observer P who begins an experiment in an eigenstate of ~eing
ready to make an x-spin measurement of a system S in an eigel .tate
of z-spin, for example, would end up with his brain in a superpc .tion
of belief eigenstates corresponding to mutually incompatible results.
The physical state of P + S might be represented by

~ 0(1. t )}At>-:t kt.. l »"f ~ >..J (.)Il/Il}P+S

Here one component of the physical state describes P as believing that
the result was x-spin up and the other describes him as believing that
the result was x-spin down. p's mind, however, would end up associated
with only one of the two possible beliefs - in this case, there would be
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a 50% chance that p's post-measurement mental state would be
Bp(n, t) and a 50% chance that it would be Bp(n, ~). The complete
state is given by the quantum-mechanical state of the physical world
together with the mental states of every observer.

Albert and Loewer are ultimately dissatisfied with the single-mind
theory. Their primary worry is that it does not generally allow mental
states to supervene on physical states - that is, a complete description

of the physical world would generally fail to determine the mental state
of an observer. The physical state Il/Il)P+S, for example, is consistent
with either Bp(1, t) or Bp(1, ~). Albert and Loewer describe this
type of non-physicalism as "especially pernicious," and they tell us that
is it this lack of mental supervenience that leads them to consider the
many-minds theory (Albert and Loewer 1988, 206).

The many-minds theory asks us to suppose that "every sentient physi-
cal system, every observer, has associated with it not a single mind but
rather an infinite set of minds" (Albert and Loewer 1988, 206). Let 'i:jJ
be the set of minds associated with observer P, let X" be the set of
minds with a mental state where Bp(n, x), and let IJ- be a measure on
fI' such that IJ-U,,) equals the norm squared of the coefficient on the
term I(n, x) . . . ) when the physical state is written out in one of P's
belief bases. Albert and Loewer interpret IJ-(X,,) as the measure of P's
minds with a mental state where Bp(n, x). In other words, one can
determine the distribution of mental states of an observer's minds by
expanding his physical state in one of his belief bases then associating
a set of minds with a measure equal to the norm squared of the
term's coefficient with each of the terms that describe him as having a
determinate mental state. The state of each mind is then described by
the term with which it is associated. The time-evolution of the mental
state of each of an observer's minds is probabilistic, where the probabil-
ity that the post-measurement state of a particular one of an observer's
minds being correctly described by B(n, x) is I«n, x) . . . 11/I,,)f. On the
other hand, the observer's "global mental state" is given by the measure
IJ-. Albert and Loewer argue that since IJ- is determined by the quantum-
mechanical state, the observer's global mental state supervenes on his
physical state and that consequently the time-evolution of this mental
state is deterministic.
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The individual minds. as on the [single-mind theory), are not quantum mechanical sys-
tems; they are never in superpositions. This is what is meant by saying that they are non-~
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physical. The time evolution of each of the minds on the (many-minds theory] is, just as
on the [single mind theory]. probabilistic. However. unlike the [single-mind theory).
there are enough minds associated with the brain initially so that minds will end up
associated with each of the elements of the final superposition. An infinity of minds is
required since a measurement or a sequence of measurements may have an infinite
number of outcomes. Furthermore. although the evolution of individual minds is proba-
bilistic, the evolution of the set of minds associated with [a particular observer] is
deterministic since the evolution of the measurement process is deterministic and we can
read off from the final state the proportions of the minds in various mental states. (Albert
and Loewer 1988, p. 207)

Consider an x-spin measurement again. The observer begins in an
eigenstate of being ready to make an x-spin measurement of a system
in an eigenstate of z-spin and ends up with a physical state that describes
his brain as being in a superposition of belief eigenstates corresponding
to mutually incompatible beliefs. One of these states describes him as
believing that the result was x-spin up, and the other describes him as
believing that tht: result was .t-spin down. On the many-minds theory,
all of his minds have determinate beliefs concerning the result of his
observation, but not the same determinate beliefs. Here measure-one
of the observer's minds would begin in mental states with the belief
that he is ready to make a measurement, and with probability one, half
of the observer's continuous infinity of minds would end up believing
that the result was x-spin up and half would end up believing that the
result was x-spin down.

Albert and Loewer argue that the many-minds theory has several
advantages over other interpretations of Everett and other versions of
quantum mechanics generally. The many-minds theory is true to Ever-
ett's fundamental idea that the time-evolution of the entire universe
and every physical system is t.-ompletely and accurately given by the
linear dynamics: "There is no need to postulate collapses or splits or
any other non-quantum mechanical physical phenomena".s The many-
minds theory is "in accord with our very deep conviction that mental
states never superpose". It "entails that the choice of basis vectors in
terms of which the state of the world is expressed has no physical
significance".6 Also unlike the many-worlds interpretation, the many-
minds theory encounters no special problems interpreting probability:
"Probabilities are completely objective, although they do not refer to
physical events but always to sequences of states of individual minds"
(Albert and Loewer 1988, p. 208). Finally, its dynamical laws can be
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expressed in a local, Lorentz-invariant form, which means that the
many-minds theory meshes well with relativity (Albert and Loewer

1988, pp. 209-10).
There is, however, another virtue that might be added to this list:

the mental dynamics is strongly constrained by the properties of the
linear dynamics mentioned in Section 2. The many-minds theory has
two dynamical laws. The linear dynamics describes the time-evolution
of the physical world, and the mental dynamics describes how the
observer's minds evolve given the evolution of his physical state. At
first glance, the mental dynamics looks ad hoc - it looks like an arbitrary
rule cooked up just to make the theory consistent with our actual
quantum-mechanical observations. It turns out, however, that the linear
dynamics does not allow one much of a choice for the mental dynamics -
that is, the evolution of the physical state in the many-minds theory
strongly constrains the mental dynamics independently of specific em-

pirical considerations.
The many-minds theory stipulates that an observer's physical state

always evolves according to the linear dynamics. It follows then from
the relative frequency and randomness properties described in Section
2 that if a many-minds observer measures the same observable on each
of an infinite sequence of systems all in the same initial state, he would
approach an eigenstate of reporting that his results were randomly
distributed with the standard relative frequencies in the limit as the
number of observations gets large. If one requires that measure one of
the observer's minds end up with beliefs consistent with this report in
the limit, then this strongly constrains how the observer's minds might
evolve from measurement to measurement. If one further requires
every length n sequence of measurement res\;lits to correspond to a
possible mental state of each mind after n measurements and if one
requires the mental dynamics to be trial-independent, then the post-
measurement state of a particular mind must be randomly determined
with the usual quantum probabilities, which is just what the many-
minds theory says! The basic idea here is that the mental dynamics
looks much less ad hoc than it might because the linear dynamics tells
us that an observer would report the usual statistics in the limit and we
have reasons that are independent of specific empirical considerations
for supposing that an observer's mental state is generally compatible
with his reports.

.

D
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Albert and Loewer consider the many-minds theory to have a decided
advantage over the single-mind theory because the many-minds theory
allows an observer's global mental state to be uniquely fixed by his
physical state. As they describe the deal, "We have purchased super-
venience of the mental on the physical at the cost of postulating an
infinity of minds associated with each sentient being" (Albert and
Loewer 1988, p. 207).

It is not quite right, however, to say that an observer's global mental
state supervenes on his physical state. The mental state of each of
the observer's minds is a random function of his physical state and
independent of the states of his other minds. This means that the
observer's global mental state almost always evolves deterministically.
Likewise, his global mental state almost a/lvays supervenes on his physi-
cal state.s This lack of strict supervenience does not seem to be a very
serious problem, but the type of mental supe""enience that the many-
minds theory provides is puzzling.

If one wants mental supervenience, one presumably wants the mental
state that one is capable of introspecting right now, the mental state
that one has epistemic access to, to supervene on one's physical state.
I believe that I have a more-or-less definite mental state characterized
by a single set of more-or-less consistent beliefs. But the many-minds
theory tells me that I am associated with an infinite set of minds that
most likely have wildly contradictory beliefs and whose mental states I
cannot generally know. What comfort is it supposed to give me that
my global mental state supervenes on my physical state when I don't
even know what my global mental state is? This is made especially
puzzling by the fact that neither my physical state nor my global mental
state determine the state of the only mind I do know.

In order to get an observer's global mental state to supervene on his
physical state to the extent that it does, his global mental state is
characterized by the measure of his minds with each possible mental
state, not by a description of which minds have which mental states.
This means that there are an infinite number of different ways to assign
what might be called local mental states to an observer's minds that
would all correspond to the observer having the same global mental
state. In other words, the global mental state associated with an ob-
server fails to determine the local mental state of any of his minds.
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Even if I had an infinity of minds, I identify so strongly with one
mind that I wouldn't much care whether or not the infinity of minds
together in some way supervened on my physical state. Being counter-
intuitive is not a fatal flaw in a physical theory. but one might eventually
decide that associating each observer with an infinity of minds costs

more than it's worth.
While mental states do not supervene on physical states in the singie-

mind theory, an observer has only one mind. I think that one might
consequently have good reasons for liking some version of the singie-
mind theory better than Albert and Loewer's many-minds theory.

Let's return to the single-mind theory and .consider its mental dynamics
in more detail. Suppose that an observer P makes an x-spin measure-
ment of a system S initially in an eigenstate of z-spin and ends up with

the physical state

(5))s]
1IIJIJp+s. VZfi(l, t),,1 t)s + 1(1, ~)~

and a mental state where BP(l. t). Now what does the single-mind
theory predict for the result of a second x-spin measurement when S is
undisturbed between measurements? The linear dynamics tells us that
if he repeats his measurement he will end up with the physical state

J

)$),
1 ; ...

Il/12>p+5 = "\72 [1(1, t )(2, t »,It},,+ 1(1, i )(2. )},.!

(6)
).

but what would his mental state be? Let's suppose that probabilities
are completely determined by the physical state alone and see what
happens - call this the primitive single-mind theory. This is not what
Albert and Loewer want. They want the mental state of an observer
to depend on his past mental state in such a way that he would generally
end up with the same result for a repeat spin measurement (Albert
1992, p. 127). The primitive single-mind theory, however, predicts that
P would have a 50% chance of getting result B p(2, t) and a 50%
chance of getting result Bp(2, !). But if this were true, it would be
possible for P to perform the second measurement and end up with a
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mental state where Bp(2, !), which by hypothesis flatly contradicts
the result of his first measurement, and we (presumably) know from
experience that we always get the same result whenever we repeat a
spin measurement on an undisturbed system.

At first glance this may look like a serious problem, but it turns out
that there is a sense in which it doesn't much matter whether P's second
result agrees with the result that P in fact got for his first measurement.
This is because if P does get a different result for his second measure-
ment, then he will not correctly remember the first result: if P ends up
with a mental state where B p(2, !) after his second measurement, he
will also have a mental state where Bp(l, !) regardless of the fact that
his mental state after the first measurement was formerly one where
Bp(l, t). This is because P will now be associated with the first term
in the above superposition. So even if the mental dynamics were a
random statistical function of the observer's current physical state and
if his current mental state was thus largely independent of past mental
states and if his actual experience was consequently pathologically dis-
continuous, he would not notice. Indeed, P could do no experiment
that would determine what his former mental states actually were. The
repeatability property of the linear dynamics tells us that he would
report that a record of his first result agrees with his second result. This
is true regardless of whether or not his first result was, as a matter of
historical fact, what he now believes that it was. The properties of the
linear dynamics and the relationship between mental states and physical
states conspire to make it impossible for an observer to tell that his
experiences were in fact pathologically discontinuous. The observer
would remember his past experiences as a uniform and coherent se-
quence of events and he would take his physical records to support his
memories, but his memories would generally be false and his belief that
his physical records agree with his memories might best be described as
an illusion. But this explanation itself suggests a problem.

If an observer's current mental state is determined independently of
his past mental states, if his current mental state is simply a function
of his current physical state, then even one's beliefs concerning one's
own past experience would generally be unreliable, so how could one
ever have reliable empirical evidence that would justify accepting the
theory? At every instant an observer would have determinate beliefs
concerning his past experience and he might even judge that the theory
accounts for these beliefs; but if the theory were true, relatively few of
the beliefs would be true. One would never be able to test the predic-
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tions of the theory against one's actual empirical experience; rather,
one would at best only be able to determine whether one's current
beliefs concerning one's empirical experience, which the theory itself
tells us would generally be false, are compatible with the predictions of
the theory. This apparently means that one could never have empirical
evidence for accepting the mental dynamics specified by the theory.
Unless a theory generally allows for reliable records of past experiences,
one could have no empirical evidence for claiming that the theory
correctly describes one's actual experience. Our usual notion of empiri-
cal adequacy presupposes a theory that allows for reliable records of
past experiences - we will say that such a theory is empirically coherent.
If a theory is not empirically coherent, then I cannot see how one could
have empirical grounds for accepting the theory - in particular, one
could have no grounds for judging whether the dynamics specified by
the theory was in fact the right dynamics.

There is a way that the properties of the linear dynamics described
in Section 2 might be used to constrain the mental dynamics so that we
end up with an empirically coherent refoni1ulation of the single-mind
theory.9 The argument has a transcendental flavor. We will start by
simply assuming that the correct physical theory is empirically coherent.
More specifically, we will suppose that the mental dynamics is such that
an ideal observer's reports and beliefs concerning his own experience
and other observers' experience (given their reports) are generally true.
Because of the properties of the linear dynamics, this principle strongly
constrains the mental dynamics.

Suppose our ideal observer makes a perfect x-spin measurement of
an object system initially in an eigenstate of z-spin and ends up in the
physical state predicted by the linear dynamics. The determinate result
property tells us that the observer will report that he got either x-spin
up or x-spin down as the result of his measurement. By stipulating that
an observer's reports concerning his experiences are generally true, our
new single-mind theory would require that the observer actually does
end up with a mental state corresponding to one or the other of the
two po~ible x-spin results. This might be taken as something of a
justification for the single-mind theory's dualism - by associating him
with a non-quantum-mechanical mind, we can make the observer's
report concerning his own mental state true.

Suppose the observer got the result x-spin up to his first measure-
ment, and then without disturbing the object system, he makes a second
perfect x-spin measurement. The repeatability property tells us that the
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observer will report that he got the same result for both measurements.
In order for his beliefs concerning his own experience to be true here,
the new single-mind theory would have to predict that the observer
gets x-spin up as his second result. Note that this places an important
constraint on the mental dynamics - once a particular type of measure-
ment is made on some system by an observer, the observer will gen-
erally get the same result for all future measurements as long as the
system is not disturbed, which is just what Albert and Loewer want.

Suppose now that two observers are ready to make perfect x-spin
measurements. The first observer makes an x-spin measurement on an
object system that is in an eigenstate of z-spin and gets the result x-
spin up; the second observer then makes an x-spin measurement on
the same object system, which has not been disturbed since the first
measurement, and gets a result. The agreement property tells us that
if the two observers compare their x-spin results, they will conclude
that their results agree, which means that if one wants an observer to
be able to talk to his friends and routinely end up with true beliefs
concerning their mental states, the new single-mind theory would have
to tell us that the second observer also gets the result x-spin up. In
other words, the mental dynamics is such that once an observer gets a
meas\1rement result, other observers would generally get the same
result as long as the system is not disturbed.

As with the many-minds theory, the linear dynamics also places
strong constraints on the statistical properties of the new single-mind
theory's mental dynamics. Suppose that an observer performs an experi-
ment where he measures the same observable of an infinite number of
systems in identical states. The relative frequency and randomness
properties require that the observer's physical state approach a state
where he would report that his measurement results were randomly
distributed with the usual quantum relative frequencies. In order for
this report to be true with probability one, the mental dynamics would
have to be such that the observer's measurement results really were
randomly distributed with the appropriate relative frequencies, which
obviously places very strong constraints on the mental dynamics.
Specifically, if one assumes that the mental dynamics is trial-indepen-
dent, in order for the observer to have a probability-one chance of his
mental state agreeing with the report that we know he will make, it
must be the case that each measurement result will be randomly deter-
mined by probabilities equal to the limiting relative frequencies.1O

.
4
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There is a more general conclusion. Any no-coUapse theory that
predicts that an observer will make a report if he is in an eigenstate of
making the report must also predict that an observer's measurement
results will be randomly distributed with the usual quantum-mechanical
probabilities if we want a probability-one guarantee that the observer's
statistical reports concerning the distribution of his results will be true
of his actual experience in the limit.

6

Quantum mechanics without the collapse postulate has several sugges-
tive properties that Everett apparently thought were important. These
suggestive properties tell us what an ideal observer would report after
a measurement in certain situations in any no-collapse formulation of
quantum mechanics that predicts that an observer makes some report
if he is in an eigenstate of making that report. But what exactly is the
relevance of these properties to a satisfactory no-collapse formulation
of quantum mechanics?

There is a role for the relative frequency and randomness properties
in Albert and Loewer's many-minds reading of Everett. The linear
dynamics tells us what an observer would report concerning his own
experience in the limit as he preforms an infinite number of obser-
vations. If we want the report to be true of the beliefs of measure-one
of the observer's minds in the limit and if we want a trial-invariant law,
then we have strongly constrained the mental dynamics. The many-
minds theory does have several advantages over other readings of
Everett, but one might ultimately conclude that the advantages that
the many-minds theory has over the single-mind theory fail to compen-
sate for the disadvantages of associating every observer with a continu-
ous infinity of minds.

One might consequently end up liking the single-mind theory better
than the many-minds theory. But the primitive single-mind theory fails
to be empirically coherent - it tells us that even one's beliefs concerning
one's own past experience are generally unreliable, which means that if
the primitive single-mind theory were true, one could have no empirical
evidence for accepting it, at least not in the usual sense. On the other
hand, if we presuppose empirical coherency, if we suppose that the
mental dynamics is such that an ideal observer's reports and beliefs
concerning his own experiences and other observers' experiences might..
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generally be true, then the linear dynamics constrains the mental dy-
namics in a way that suggests a reformulation of the single-mind theory
that might prove empirically adequate in a perfectly ordinary way.
Further, this new formulation of the single-mind theory would exploit
those properties of quantum mechanics without the collapse postulate
that Everett apparently considered important.ll

1 What 1 am calling the standard theory is described by von Neumann (1932). This

paper presupposes a basic understanding of how quantum mechanics works and the
measurement problem. One might want to at least read Albert and Loewer (1988) before
reading this paper.
Z The foUowing is a condensed version of a stor: told by Albert (1992, pp. 116-9).

x-spin and z-spin are non-commuting quantUm observables; that is, on the standard
interpretation of states if a system is in an eigenstate of z-spin and thus has a detemtinate
z-spin, then it has no determinate x-spin. Spin is a particularly simple observable: an ;t-
spin measurement of a spin-l/2 particle can only result in spin-up or spin-down. AU of
the states in the paper are written in terms of x-spin eigenstates.
3 Note that asking the measuring device M a question amounts to nothing more than

measuring a particular physical observable of the composite system containing M.
. At least half of Everett's 1957 paper might be read as a dis~ussion of such properties,

but in the end it is unclear exactly how he took such properties to be relevant to his
relative-state formulation of quantum mechanics. The first four of the following proper-
ties, especially the relative frequency property, are discussed in several places in the
literature since Everett's 1957 paper. For a recent discussion see Albert (1992, pp. 116-
23), and for a more detailed account see Barrett (1995).
5 The reason that physical is emphasized here, of course, is that the many-minds theory

supposes the existence of non-physical systems, the observer's minds, whose states are
rrobabilistically correlated with the physical state of the observer's brain.

This is not to say that the many-minds theory does not have a preferred basis - an

observer's belief basis acts as a preferred basis of a sort. While one might say that this
basis has no physical significance, it does have empirical significance. SpecificaUy, the law
that describes the relationship between an observer's mental state and his physical state
explicitly appeals to the observer's belief basis to determine the proportion of his minds
in a specified mental state given his physical state. Albert and Loewer's preferred basis,
however, is arguably not a part of their physical theory - they take it to be something
like an accidental property of the relationship between brain states and mental states,
which is supposed to be a fact independent of one's physical theory.
7 The many-minds theory predicts that ~asure one of the observer's minds wiU believe
that his results were randomly distributed with the usual relative frequencies. Note that
there is no trial-invariant statistical law that predicts that all of the observer's minds wiU
have beliefs consistent with his report.
8 That the many-minds theory does not guarantee mental supervenience was first noted

by Marc Albert.
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9 The following version of the single-mind theory is incomplete since there are several
properties of the mental dynamics that are unspecified. It is meant to show how a theory
might take advantage of the suggestive properties of the linear dynamics by presupposing

empirical coherency.
10 It is important to note, however, that if an observer makes a report whenever he is
in an eigenstate of making a report, then it is impossible to make all of his reports
concerning his own experience true. An observer who measures the x-spin of systems
initially in the same spin state would approach an eigenstate of reporting that he got a
particular sequence of x-spin results, but he would also approach an eigenstate of re-
porting that each particular sequence of x-spin results fails to describe his experience.
While there are logical systems where both reports might be taken to be true (systems
that allow for supervaluation), standard first-order logic requires at least one of these
reports to be false. The single-mind theory tells us that exactly one of these reports is

false.
11 I would like to thank Da\'id Albert and Barry Loewer for their comments on an earlier

draft of this paper and for several discussions.
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